
LAYING THE PIVOT GROUNDWORK

MNI Global Macro Meeting, Oct 2022 



• Last month’s Outlook was called “No Pivot, No Relief” – as the Fed remained resolute in pushing
short-end rates higher to quell inflation, despite speculation it would “pivot”/relent

• Pivot speculation is overblown, but the debate has (rightfully) been advanced by multiple factors

• And the groundwork for a Pivot is being laid:
• Step 1) Eyeing the end of the hiking cycle

• Step 2) Macro conditions align

• Step 3) Fed eyes global conditions

• THEN Step 4) Either inflation falls, or more likely, the X-Factor: something “breaks”

• BUT it will take at least a few more months before the Fed sends any signal of pulling back

• Current market move probably a relief rally - later we will see crisis leading to the “true” Pivot

LAYING THE PIVOT GROUNDWORK

Previous editions of Global Macro Outlook available at these links:

Sep 2022 – No Pivot, No Relief

Jul/Aug 2022 – Inflation Peaking, But It’s A Long Way Down

June 2022 – Recession Signals

May 2022 – Inflation + Slower Growth Meet Policy Tightening

March 2022 – Two Big Shocks

April 2022 – USD Breakout Implications

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/18349/September%202022%20Global%20Macro%20Meeting.pdf
https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/17946/Aug%202022%20-%20Macro.pdf
https://marketnews.com/mni-global-macro-outlook-june-2022-recession-signals
https://marketnews.com/mni-global-macro-outlook-may-2022-slowdown-meets-tightening
https://marketnews.com/global-macro-outlook-march-2022
https://marketnews.com/mni-global-macro-outlook-may-2022-usd-breakout-implications-2657285112


1ST STEP: EYEING THE END OF THE HIKING CYCLE

Quotes abridged from full FOMC Press Conference transcript. Source: S&P Global, JPM, MNI
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• The first element of the pivot is to know where and when they
would end the hiking cycle

• Powell and the evolution of the Dot Plot have made that level
clear – with real rates cooperating, it’s reasonable to anticipate
nominal Fed rates to reach 4.50-4.75%, 125-150bp from here.
Given the strength of guidance, that’s probably both a ceiling and
a floor

• We are in the process of pricing in that certainty. Still some rate
vol from here to Q1 2023 depending on the data

https://www.federalreserve.gov/mediacenter/files/FOMCpresconf20220921.pdf


2ND STEP: MACRO CONDITIONS ALIGN

Source: Bloomberg/MNI

US real rates positive across the curve (left-hand chart, compare w start of hiking cycle in March!), inflation 

expectations coming down (RH chart). Watch for signs of softer jobs market ahead



2ND STEP: MACRO CONDITIONS ALIGN

More on these themes from previous Global Macro Outlooks: Jul/Aug 2022 – Inflation Peaking, But It’s A Long Way Down / June 2022 – Recession Signals

Source: JPM, S&P Global, MNI

• Europe likely in recession. Asia slowing. Global demand weakening, core inflation pressures should too

• US easily outperforming, but slowing ahead amid fiscal + mon tightening lags

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/17946/Aug%202022%20-%20Macro.pdf
https://marketnews.com/mni-global-macro-outlook-june-2022-recession-signals


3RD STEP: FED EYES GLOBAL CONDITIONS

Source: Fed VC Lael Brainard speech, Global Financial Stability Considerations for Monetary Policy in a High-Inflation Environment

Since Sept, Fed leadership and regional presidents paying increasing attention to global risks

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20220930a.htm


3RD STEP: FED EYES GLOBAL CONDITIONS

• Smaller-than-expected RBA hike this week bolstered global “pivot” speculation

• Was the RBA an anomaly? From MNI’s RBA meeting review: ““Incoming data” will continue to shape
policy, but the Bank now looks to the global economy as well as “wage and price-setting behaviour.” It
seems that the Board is increasingly concerned about the global economy”

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/19093/RBA%20Review%20-%20October%202022.pdf


4TH STEP:  THE X-FACTOR: SOMETHING BREAKS

• Of course it’s not as simple as that. The Fed  an’t pivot until it sees inflation pressures clearly abating

• And “game theory” of forward guidance means any signal of a pivot will hurt their inflation-fighting cause,
and could ultimately result in even tighter monetary policy if inflation expectations unanchor

• So what will it take? Barring an inflation miracle: something will have to “break” if there is a true “pivot”
before mid-2023. (No chance before December: elections, not enough data)

• Not just an economic slowdown, but a real crisis

• Slowing growth + higher interest rates / tighter financial conditions + stronger dollar are a perfect recipe.
But it’s unpredictable: who would have predicted UK pension funds would be a candidate?



4TH STEP:  THE X-FACTOR: SOMETHING BREAKS

Source: US Treasury OFR Financial Stress Index

• Advanced economies (ex-US) have led financial stresses so far. Still long way to go to reach crisis levels

• Mainly been about volatility so far, credit/funding stresses have been well-behaved

https://www.financialresearch.gov/financial-stress-index/


EMERGING MARKETS UNDER SUSTAINED PRESSURE

EM debt as % of GDP; EM market yield decomposition. Source: UNCTAD 2022 Trade And Development Report

• EM countries have been resilient so far, but higher debt, higher yields will have impact

https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/tdr2022_en.pdf


“SAFE” ASSETS SHOWING SIGNS OF STRAIN

Source: Bloomberg/MNI

• Higher yields + illiquidity + policy uncertainty a bad combination for market functioning

• As ZIRP and QE end, cracks start to form

• BoE first to step in to restore market functioning. They likely  on’t be the last
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“REVERSE PIVOTS” COULD SPUR FURTHER VOLATILITY

Source: Bloomberg/MNI

• Biggest “reverse pivot” (from easy to tighter) of all would be BOJ, but “ hift Would Be A “ ira le”” (Oct 3
MNI Interview)

• Could BoE, ECB tightening expectations rise further?

• FX Intervention is effectively a tightening tool (PBOC, BOJ, etc)
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https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boj-policy-shift-would-be-a-miracle-kataoka


DISCUSSION



• Would pro-tightening pivots produce more or less volatility?

• Is Eurozone periphery debt an issue for now, or does the ECB have under control?

• Which central banks are least likely to stay the course?

• Will slowing demand bring inflation down quickly enough to spur a pivot?

• Are we any closer to coordinated global policy?

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION


